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In recent years, with the developments of animation industries in China, 
Animated Cartoon and Comics Show（ACCS） have also nation-wide risen. As 
China's domestic cartoon industry immature, local Animated Cartoon and Comics 
Show mixed. Therefore, we will adopt the theory of cultural industries, Exhibition 
economic theory and current local Animated Cartoon and Comics Show messages to 
try to state a relatively clear screen, a preliminary study and discussion. This paper is 
divided into six chapters:  
Chapter I is the contents of the background and significance of research methods, 
purpose of the study and the literature reviewed, etc...  
Chapter II mainly in the context of the basic overview of Animated Cartoon and 
Comics Show related to the theories of international exhibition, after the text of the 
Animated Cartoon and Comics Show for the local situation and plight of the analysis 
provided the background to the study. 
Chapters III is mainly about the significance for Chinese animation industry, and 
try to analysis the deep reason of the Animated Cartoon and Comics Show’s rising 
national-wide. 
Chapter IV is about the current status of Animated Cartoon and Comics Show, 
and the problems that the Animated Cartoon and Comics Show facing now. And then 
tries to analysis the reasons as well. 
Chapter V is mainly about China's current opportunities for Animated Cartoon 
and Comics Show, and the discussion about the possibly ways for it.  
Chapter VI is the summary of the text. 
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